A remarkable condition, known as night-blindness, often results from retinal exhaustion, due to protracted exposure to bright light; and many interesting cases have been placed on record.
Of all games football exposes the player to the greatest risk of injury ; the more rapid movement and closer contact of the bodies of the players in this game, of necessity increases the chance of injury. The gravity of the injuries is usually greater in this than in any other game or sport. A splash of the hot metal has been propelled into the eye, and, owing to ics liquid condition, has spread over its surface as a thin plate between the eye and the eyelid, forming, in fact, a perfect mould of the front of the eye. Yet, in some cases, though it might be inferred that the destruction of the eye would be certain and speedy, it has been found that on removal of the metal the eye has remained perfectly clear, or, at most, suffered from temporary inflammation, with loss of some of the superficial cells, which have been soon reproduced.
